
Anonymous - a threat to society and peace

Anonymous is a convenient facade for criminal activity on the Internet and in the

real world. Behind that facade are people, some of whom literally, not just

figuratively, hide behind masks (left) as they vent their basest impulses while

rationalizing that their anonymity frees them from responsibility for their acts.

One of Anonymous's resources is Encyclopedia Dramatic (ED), a sick parody of

Wikipedia written in an abusive style. Its "humor" is thin veneer covering

deeply-rooted hate speech. There is no justification for pages such as the pages

"Ni***r Manual" that advocates regular beatings of African Americans, or their

page describing the Holocaust as "good times" with graphic images of the death and destruction perpetrated during the

Holocaust. 

Coordinating their actions through these forums and image boards, particularly 4chan and enturbulation.org, Anonymous

has flooded computers of MySpace users with viruses and pornographic pictures and has raided online gaming sites. Their

actions are often anti-Semitic or racist or some other manifestation of bigotry; when people object, members respond with

telephone threats uttered by computer-generated voices or with malicious computer attacks.

Hacking To Destroy Black American Creativity

In the early hours of June 27, 2008, two very popular Hip-Hop musical websites were attacked by individuals calling

themselves "Anonymous". MTV News reported that: 

"Both companies' sites were hacked, and instead of the usual hip-hop related news articles and feature stories, readers

were shocked to find fake headlines and obviously photoshopped pictures saturated with racial slurs and other offensive

terms; the hackers also stole personal information about employees of SOHH.com. A group or individual going by the

name "Anonymous" has claimed responsibility."

The sites were defaced with Nazi symbols and targeted the Black community whose members regularly frequent the site

for news. The CEO of SOHH.com, one of the attacked sites with over 1.5 million visitors per month, issued a statement,

saying: 

"It appears that hackers are specifically targeting Black, Hispanic, Asian and Jewish youth who ascribe to hip-hop

culture. Other websites, including AllHipHop and DatPiff forums have also been compromised or threatened this week. ...

Also, as this is an international issue, it is being addressed by the FBI and the Strategic Alliance Cyber Crime Working

Group."

The systems of SOHH.com were damaged sufficiently to leave the site inaccessible for several days. Also the other

attacked sites stayed partially disconnected from the Internet.

SOHH.com was defaced with fake headlines ("DEAD BEAT NIGRA ORDERED TO PAY 40K IN NIGLET SUPPORT) and racist pictures.



Epilepsy Foundation Attacked

On March 28, 2008, Internet news media reported that an on-line epilepsy support forum run by the Epilepsy Foundation

of America had been assaulted with flashing computer images with the intention of triggering migraine headaches and

seizures in photosensitive and pattern-sensitive epileptics. Members of the epilepsy forum claimed they had found a thread

planning the attack at 7chan.org, an Anonymous "stronghold,", which have now been deleted. Members of Anonymous

boasted, "The epilepsy raid was mostly win, but there was one glaring failure, in that nobody died from our attacks." 

That is not the case with all online attacks.

Cyber-Bullying With Deadly Consequences 

In April 2008, Fox News reported on the sometimes devastating consequences of cyber bullying,

where users of social networking sites are harassed by anonymous computer users. One means

reported by Fox News is to hack into people's computers and steal any compromising or intimate

images stored there to use against the person. Other methods are more direct and more deadly.

Megan Meier grew up in Dardenne Prarie, Missouri, a small suburb of St. Louis. In 2006, as a 13

year old she registers on MySpace.com, an Internet site for meeting others online and the exchange of news and photos.

This was the beginning of a deadly experience. 

On September 2006 "Josh Evans", a 16 year-old boy, claimed to have recently moved to nearby O'Fallon, Missouri and

befriended Megan over MySpace. Megan was thrilled and commented to her mother repeatedly on how "hot" she thinks he

is. Megan's mother allowed the online friendship to continue under her supervision. The young love grew, but soured on

October 16, 2008 when "Josh" broke off the relationship. Others joined in the cruel messages, posting messages saying

things like, "Megan Meier is a slut" or "Megan Meier is fat." 

On October 17, 2006 Megan received a final message from "Josh Evans", stating: "Everybody in O'Fallon knows who you

are. You are a bad person and everybody hates you. Have a shitty rest of your life. The world would be a better place

without you."

Twenty minutes later, when Megan's parents enter her bedroom they find that Megan has hanged herself with a belt from

her closet. She dies in the hospital the same day. 

"Josh Evans" was a fake, a cyber-character created by a neighbor of the Meiers, Lori Drew. The case - unique in the US

court system - was filed in the Federal Court in Los Angeles, where MySpace is headquartered. 

"This adult woman allegedly used the Internet to target a young teenage girl, with horrendous ramifications," says United

States Attorney Thomas P. O'Brien. "After a thorough investigation, we have charged Ms. Drew with criminally accessing

MySpace and violating rules established to protect young, vulnerable people. Any adult who uses the Internet or a social

gathering website to bully or harass another person, particularly a young teenage girl, needs to realize that their actions can

have serious consequences."

Lori Drew is under criminal prosecution for on charges of conspiracy and accessing protected computers without

authorization to get information used to inflict emotional distress. She is free on $20,000 bond.

Members of Anonymous whose actions have turned deadly

While some may laugh off Anonymous' pretenses, the effect of this type of hate speech emboldens people to commit hate

crimes. Some members of Anonymous have lost their anonymity when their actions have turned deadly.

Pekka-Eric Auvinen: The Jokela School Shooting

On November 7, 2007, at Jokela High School, a public secondary school in the town of Jokela, Finland, a shooting took

place. The gunman was 18- year-old Pekka-Eric Auvinen, who was one of the school's students. Hours before the incident,

Auvinen posted a photo of himself and the following text in an Anonymous forum titled /b/ on the website 4chan.org:



Other Anonymous member saw his announcement within seconds but the community did not act, to the contrary Auvinen

was spurred to "DO IT". Hours later Auvinen killed seven pupils, a nurse, a teacher and then himself "in the name of

anonymous".

Jarred Willis: Terrorist hoax against a L.A. shopping center

A 20-year-old Anonymous member from Australia, Jarrad Willis, was arrested on December 8, 2007 for an Internet

posting promising that he would "shoot and kill as many people as I can until I am incapacitated or killed by the police."

Willis committed suicide on July 8, 2008, the day before he was scheduled to appear in court on more than 70 charges of

criminal acts committed on the internet.

Trey Burba - a kid without rules

15-year old Trey Burba was arrested September 11, 2007, for a terrorist threat on the website 4chan.org, showing a picture

of several pipe bombs and a statement:



Burba was tracked down with the help of online professionals and arrested. His bombs turned out to be toys. He was

sentenced to three months of house arrest. The online page EncyclopediaDramatica.com commented on it sourly:

"At the time of Burba's downfall, some /b/tards felt that Anon had failed in its mission to spread lulz by not helping Burba.

... Anonymous realized that he was just an attention whore, and ruining him was much more entertaining than just another

------- school shooting, besides, indirectly causing a school shooting is neither difficult, nor rewarding (unless in cases

when it's done for the lulz)" ("/b/tards" are anonymous users of a section on the website 4chan.org titled /b/. "Lulz" is slang

for "fun" in these circles.)

Jake Brahm: threatening football fans all over America

In September and October 2006 an American grocery store clerk, Jake Brahm, 22, made over 40 posts as Anonymous on

4chan.org and other places on the internet, stating that a omb would detonate on October 22nd, 2006, the final day of the

Muslim holy month of Ramadan, in seven NFL stadiums in the US. When police approached him at his rocery store job

after the threat was tracked down with the help of a co-worker, Brahm threw his hands in the air and yelled "Yes!" Welle

said. But then Brahm expressed isappointment it wasn't the FBI that was taking him into custody, only local authorities.



In June 2008 Brahm was sentenced to six months in prison. As part of his sentence he will also have to serve six months on

house arrest and pay $26,750 in restitution; $18,000 to the Cleveland Browns and $8,750 to the New Jersey Sports and

Exposition Authority, which owns Giants Stadium.

Jeremie Dalin: playing with murder

In June 2008 Jeremie Dalin, 17, of Fox River Grove, Illinois, was convicted of making a

threat against blacks and athletes at Adlai E. Stevenson High School. Prior to is arrest in

October 2007 he had spread hate messages in various places on the internet as well as on

4chan.org were his messages were accompanied by a photo of a hotgun and two shotgun

shells. Dalin wrote that he was tired of being picked on and contemplated suicide. It went

on to say that he intends to take matters into his own hands on Oct. 31 and seek revenge at

Adlai E. Stevenson High School, a neighboring school. The threat specifically targeted

athletes and blacks. In August 2008 Dalin was sentenced to two years of felony probation

and 300 hours of community work.

The cyber-terrorist group calling itself Anonymous has perpetrated hate campaigns

against many different groups and individuals. Their modus operandi includes bomb threats, death threats,

vandalism, harassment, attempts at intimidation, and systematic interference with telephones, fax machines, and

websites. Using the internet hate speech and hate crimes have become fast and coordinated activities, and the

perpetrators hide their identities behind masks like criminals and terrorists.
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